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PAPER-I ( -I)

(Question Booklet / पशन ुस्तका ) 
BOOKLET SERIES /   

Important: Please refer to your admit card while filling in details in this Question Booklet.
d`i;k vius izos'k i= dks ns[kdj iz'u&iqfLrdk esa tkudkjh HkjsaA 

The written test structure is as given below / 
Test Components Question 

Nos. 
No. of 

Questions 
Questions to be 

attempted (Marks) 

 

Answers to be marked/ 
written on 

Part-A : Multiple Choice Questions 
[k.M&A % ु ल प 1-20 20 

20  
(20 marks/vad) 

OMR 
mÙkj i=d

Part-B : Multiple Select Questions 
[k.M&B % ु ल च प 21-35 15 

15 
(30 marks/vad) 

OMR 
mÙkj i=d 

Please read instructions on the back cover carefully. 

Use Blue/Black Ball Point pen to fill in the following particulars. 
Ñi;k fuEufyf[kr tkudkfj;ksa dks Hkjus ds fy, uhys@dkys ckWy ikWbaV isu dk iz;ksx djsaA

Roll No /  

NOTE : Confirm that the 1st and 2nd digits of your Roll No. are If not, bring it to the notice of the invigilator. 
टण: ललि  ल आ अ ा  प एा ल अा ।ै ल ,  इ ल ी      एा।

Name of Candidate / रकाी ा ना :…………………………………………………………………… 

Signature of Candidate  Signature of Invigilator 
रकाी  हसताकर टनरक  हसताकर  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATE/ उमदवार  टिए टनदे

1.  Fill up the necessary information on the cover of Question Booklet and the OMR Sheet before commencement of the test. 

2.  The duration of the Paper-I is 60 minutes. Check for completeness of the Question Booklet immediately after opening.  

3.  There are 35 objective type questions in Paper-I (Part-A and Part-B).  

4.  Part-A contains 20 questions. Each question has FOUR options (1), (2), (3) and (4). ONLY ONE of these four options 
is the correct answer. For each question, choose the option corresponding to the correct answer.  

5.  Answer to each question will be evaluated according to the following marking scheme:  

Full Marks: +1 If ONLY the correct option is chosen;  

Zero Marks: 0 If none of the options is chosen (i.e., the question is unanswered);  

Negative Marks: –0.25 In all other cases.  

6.  Part-B contains 15 questions. Each question has FOUR options (1), (2), (3) and (4). ONE OR MORE THAN ONE of 
these four option(s) is (are) correct answer(s). For each question, choose option(s) corresponding to (all) the correct 
answer(s).  

Answer to each question will be evaluated according to the following marking scheme:  

Full Marks: +2 If only (all) the correct option(s) is (are) chosen;  

Contd.. on last cover page/ नेश पिछल कवर िषृठ िर   
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PART-A / A

Directions (Questions 1-20): There are 20 Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs), and each question 
carries 1 mark. All questions are compulsory. 

टनदे (पश 1-20):  20 ु ल प (MCQs) ,ैऔ प प 1 अा  । भ प अल य ै ।

1. Who wrote the treatise on the dramatic theory titled poetics? 
(1) Lajor Egri (2) Syd Field  (3) Aristotle (4) Plato 

'ल' य   ् लद न ल ल  ?
(1)  एग (2) ल ी (3) ए (4) 

2. Which among the following states has highest population density?  
(1) Bihar (2) Uttar Pradesh (3) Kerala (4) Punjab 

लमलल   ल  ज  ाख घ  यल ?
(1) ल  (2) उ प (3)   (4) ा 

3. Suspended meal means  
(1) Skipping one meal in a day. 
(2) Late night/early morning meal. 
(3) A meal consisting of multiple dishes. 
(4) A meal which people pay for in advance, to be provided for the needy. 

लाल भ  अय 
(1) ल  ए   भ छ ।
(2)   /    ।
(3) ई वा  क भ ।
(4)  भ ल लए  अलग भ   ,ै ा  लए प  ल    ।

4. Which of these Shakespeare's plays has not been adapted by Vishal Bharadwaj into a film so far? 
(1) Othello  (2) Macbeth  (3) King Lear (4) Hamlet 

ल  ल    ल  भ    अभ  ल ल   ा  ल ?
(1) ओ (2)  (3) ला  ल (4) 

5. Collection of various short stories or short films is called 
(1) Anthology. (2) Dramaturgy.  (3) Rhetoric.  (4) Novel. 

ललभन घ  ओा  घ ल  ाग     
(1) ा (2)  ् स (3) अा  (4) उन 

6. Which is the longest epic in the world? 
(1) Kalevala  (2) Mahabharata (3) Iliad  (4) Le Morte d'Arthur  

लश      व ौ  ?
(1)    (2)  भ  (3) इल (4)  े 'आय
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7. In India, ATM for visually challenged was started by which bank? 
(1) Dena Bank (2) State Bank of India (3) IDBI Bank (4) Union Bank of India 

ल ै    त  लए एए  ल   ?
(1)  ै (2) भ   ै (3) आईआई ै (4) लू ै ऑ इाल 

8. Which was the first Indian movie that was nominated for the Oscars? 
(1) Mother India (2) Baiju Bawra (3) Jagte Raho  (4) Do Bigha Zamin  

ऑ  लए   ाल     भ  ल ौ  ?
(1)  इाल (2) ू   (3)    (4)  घ 

9. The New Indian Cinema or parallel cinema movement that began in the 1950s was inspired by  

(1) French New Wave.   (2) Japanese New Wave. 
(3) Classical Hollywood Cinema. (4) Italian Neorealism.  

1950     ुआ  भ  ल    ा ल आा ल प  ?
(1) फ च नू  (2)    नू 
(3)  ल ॉ ल (4) इल ल ल

10. How many States of India have a coastline? 
(1) 7 (2) 8 (3) 9 (4) 10 

भ   ल  ज    ?
(1) 7 (2) 8 (3) 9 (4) 10 

11. The 'Cosmic calendar' is popularized by  

(1) Carl Sagan (2) Stephen Hawking (3) Richard Dawkins  (4) V.S. Ramachandran 

'ल  ण'  लप   -
(1)  य  (2)  ॉला  (3) चय ॉलन (4) .ए.  चन

12. Which of the following is a non-renewable energy resource? 
(1) Water (2) Wind energy (3) Solar energy (4) Coal 

लम   ौ  ए - ऊ य ा  ?
(1)   (2)  ऊ य (3) ौ ऊ य (4)  

13. Panchatantra was originally written by  

(1) Kalidas  (2) Vishnu Sharma (3) Tulsidas  (4) None of these 

ाचात ू   ल   ल  ?
(1)  ल  (2) ल  य (3)   (4) इ  ई 

14. Which metal is also known as quicksilver? 
(1) Copper (2) Mercury (3) Steel (4) Nickel 

ल    लल भ    ?
(1)   (2)   (3)  (4) ल
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15. The book 'India of my Dreams' was written by  

(1) Dr. Rajendra Prasad (2) M.K. Gandhi

(3) Dr. C. Subramaniam  (4) Dr. S. Radhakrishnan  

'इाल ऑ   डम'  ल   ल ई ?

(1) ॉ.   प  (2) ए. .  ा

(3) ॉ. . बण (4) ॉ. ए.   ृ

16. In general, non-fiction film is related to  

(1) Artificiality.  (2) Reality. (3) Dreams.  (4) Imagination.  

  न: - ल ____________  ााल  ।

(1) ृलत (2)  ल (3)  (4)  

17. From where did the revolt of 1857 started? 

(1) Jhansi (2) Delhi (3) Meerut (4) Kanpur 

1857  ल    प मभ ुआ ?

(1) झ  (2) ल (3) ठ (4)  

18. A written work by screenwriter for a film is called  

(1) Screenplay. (2) Story board. (3) Teleplay. (4) None of these 

ल  लए     लल  य     ?

(1) ी (2)  य (3)  (4) इ  ई 

19. Supernova is a/an 

(1) explosion of a star. (2) comet. (3) black hole. (4) asteroid. 

 

(1) ए    ल (2) ू  (3) ए   (4) ए ग

20. Which one of the following countries is the first country in the world to impose a carbon-tax, for its 
people, to address the problem of global warming? 

(1) Australia (2) Japan (3) Germany (4) New Zealand 

लमलल   ौ     ल ी   ू   लए अ    य-  ू    ल  
  ?

(1) ऑरल (2)    (3) य (4) नूै
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PART-B / B

Directions (Questions 21-35): These questions are Subject Specific. There are 15 Multiple Select 
Questions (MSQs), and each question carries 2 marks. Each question has four answer options and 
question may have one or more than one correct answer options. All questions are compulsory. 
टनदे (पश 21-35):  प, ल लल ।ै इ 15 ु ल च प (MSQs) ,ैऔ प प, 2 अा  । प प 
च  उ ल ै औ प  ए  ए  अल,  उ ल   ।ै भ प अल य ।ै

21. Choose the correct option(s) 
Haider is a 2014 Indian Hindi language film.  
(1) It was directed by Vishal Bhardwaj. 
(2) It is an adaptation of Hamlet. 
(3) Ranveer Singh played the lead role. 
(4) It is an adaptation of Vampire Diaries.  
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
 2014 ी भ  ला भ  ी ल  ।
(1) इ ले ल  भ    ल  ।
(2)     ा  ।
(3)  ला  ख भलू लभ ई ।
(4)  म      ा  ।

22. Choose the correct option(s) 
The famous Renaissance artist Michelangelo was  
(1) a British Painter.   
(2) born in Republic of Florence. 
(3) a famous sculptor.  
(4) known for David.  
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
पलद  य     इएा
(1) ए लबल लचत   ।
(2)   ज   ुए  ।
(3) पलद लूय   ।
(4) ल  लए      ।

23. Choose the correct option(s) 
A promo  
(1) is a form of commercial advertising used in broadcast media. 
(2) appears in commercial breaks usually. 
(3) is generally of less than 60 seconds duration. 
(4) is seen on print bill boards. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
ए प
(1) प  ल  पक व  ल ल   ए   ।
(2)  न: व  ल ल   ल ई   ।
(3)  न: 60 ा    अल    ।
(4) लपा ल य      ।
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24. Choose the correct option(s) 
KBS  
(1) is Korean Broadcasting system.
(2) is the national broadcaster of South Korea. 
(3) was founded in 1927. 
(4) is Kanpur Broadcasting system. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
 ए
(1) ए  प  प   ।
(2) ल    र प   ।
(3) 1927   ल ल   ।
(4)   बॉ ला ल  ।

25. Choose the correct option(s) 
Pavitra Rishta is an Indian soap opera.  
(1) It was produced by Ekta Kapoor. 
(2) It was aired on Star Plus in June 2009. 
(3) It is an adaptation of Tamil TV series. 
(4) It had run for 10 years on television. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
लत  ए भ     ल ।
(1) इ ल य ए ू  ल  ।
(2) इ ू 2009      प  ल   ।
(3)  ल    ए  ा  ।
(4)  ल  10    च  ।

26. Choose the correct option(s) 
Game of Thrones is an American fantasy series 
(1) It was created by David Benioff & D B Weiss. 
(2) It had 8 seasons. 
(3) It was written by JK Rowling. 
(4) It is based on a contemporary story. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
 ऑ थन ए अी  ल  
(1) इ ल लओ औ        । (2) इी 8 ऋए  ।
(3) इ   उला  ल  । (4) ए      आ   ।

27. Choose the correct option(s) 
Squid game is a television series.  
(1) It was made for Amazon Prime video. 
(2) The story is based on Japan. 
(3) The players risk their lives to win the deadly games. 
(4) It was released worldwide in 2022. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
  ए ल   ।
(1)  अ प इ ल  लए     ।
(2)       आ   ।
(3) घ      लए ल  अ   ल    ै ।
(4) इ 2022  ल भ   ल   । 
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28. Choose the correct option(s) 
Which of the following is/are true about 'Money Heist'? 
(1) It is an American TV series.
(2) Netflix acquired its global streaming rights. 
(3) It was created by Alex Pina. 
(4) Tokyo and Rio are the two characters of the show. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
लमलल   ौ  / ' इ'      /?ै
(1)  ए अी    ।
(2) ल  अ लश रला अल  प   ल ै ।
(3) इ ए ल     ।
(4)  औ      त ै ।

29. Choose the correct option(s) 
PSI is an Indian Tamil (Original) language film 
(1) directed by Mani Ratnam. 
(2) based on the historical novel by Kalki Krishnamurthy. 
(3) released in 2021. 
(4) with total box office collection of about 2000 cr.  
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
एआई ए भ  ल (ू) भ  ी ल 
(1) ल   लले ।
(2) ल ृलूय  ऐल ल उन   आ  ।
(3) 2021   ुई ।
(4)   ॉ ऑल ाग भ 2000  ।

30. Choose the correct option(s) 
Prahlad Kakkar  
(1) is known for Pepsi TV commercial. 
(2) is the founder of Genesis Film Productions. 
(3) worked with Shyam Benegal. 
(4) is the uncle of Neha Kakkar. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
पह  
(1)   ल   लए      । (2) ल ल प  ा   ।
(3)         ल । (4)    अा ै । 

31. Choose the correct option(s) 
Stranger Things  
(1) is an American science fiction TV series. 
(2) is sequel of Sci fi Dark. 
(3) has completed four seasons.  
(4) the main character's name is eleven. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
र ला
(1) ए अी ल      ।
(2)  इ  ई  य    ।
(3) च   ू  च  ।
(4) ख  त    इ  । 
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32. Choose the correct option(s) 
Which show(s) was/were nominated for the best comedy series in the 74th Emmy Awards 2022? 
(1) The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel  
(2) Only Murders in the building 
(3) Ted Lasso   
(4) Squid Game 

ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
74 ए अॉ्य 2022  ल/ल    ॉ   लए  ल ल   ?
(1)   य ल 
(2) ओ यय इ  लला
(3)   
(4)  

33. Choose the correct option(s) 
What is measured with TSV? 
(1) Energy used per second to run TV. 
(2) Time spent per viewer. 
(3) How long a viewer spends watching a show. 
(4) Data used to watch a movie on a mobile. 
ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
TSV      ल  ?
(1)  च   लए पल ा  ऊ य ी  ।
(2) पल य ल    ।
(3) ए य ल     ल     ।
(4)  इ  ू   लए    इ    ।

34. Choose the correct option(s) 
What is meant by FPC or Fixed Point Chart for a TV channel? 
(1) List of programs to be shown throughout the day. 
(2) List of TV programs rejected by the censor board. 
(3) List of TV documentaries nominated for an award. 
(4) List of TV programs to be played throughout the night on TV. 

ृ  ल/ल  चलए ।
 च  लए FPC  ल ॉइा च य   अलभप   ?
(1) ल भ  ल ए      य ी चू ।
(2)  य   अृ   य ी चू ।
(3) ए    लए   ाल  ृलचत ी चू ।
(4)     भ च ए       य ी चू ।

35. Satyajit Ray has worked as which of the following? 
(1) Director  (2) Scriptwriter (3) Music composer  (4) Lyricist  

   लमलल   ल    य ल /ल /?ै
(1) ले (2)   (3) ा  (4)  
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------

Partial Marks: +1.5 If all the four options are correct but ONLY three options are chosen;  

Partial Marks: +1 If three or more options are correct but ONLY two options are chosen, both of which are correct;  

Partial Marks: +0.5 If two or more options are correct but ONLY one option is chosen and it is a correct option;  

Zero Marks: 0 if none of the option is chosen (i.e., the question is unanswered).  

Negative Marks: –0.25 In all other cases.  

7.  In case of ambiguity in translation, English version will be deemed authentic. Rough work to be done on Question 
Booklet.  

8.  Objective type Answers are to be marked on the OMR Answer-Sheet, which is provided separately.  

9.  Use only Blue/Black Ball Point Pen to darken the oval(s) for answering. 

10.  Once oval(s) is/are darkened as answer to the question, it is final. Answer option(s) once darkened cannot be changed.  

11. Appropriate civil/criminal proceedings will be instituted against the candidate taking or attempting to take this Question 
Booklet or part of it outside the examination hall.  

12. The right to exclude any question(s) from final evaluation rests with the testing authority.  

13. Do not seek clarification on any item in the question booklet from the test invigilator. Use your best judgment.  

1.      प ल   औ ओएआ   आ    भ।
2. - I ी अल 60 ल । प ल   ा   उी ूय ी  च ।
3. -I (भ -ए औ भ -)  35 लष प   प ।ै
4. भा-ए  20 पश है। प प  च  ल (1), (2), (3) औ (4) ।ै इ च  ल     ए   उ । प

प  लए  उ  अ ल  च ।
5. प प  उ  ू ा लमलल अा   अ  ल  ए :

ूय अा: +1 ल    ल च  ;
नू अा: 0 ल ई भ ल  च   (अ य, प अ );
   अा: -0.25 अन भ   ।

6. भा-ब  15 पश है। प प  च  ल (1), (2), (3) औ (4) ।ै इ च  ल   ए  ए  अल  उ
।ै प प  लए, (भ)  उ ( )  ााल ल (ल)  च।
लमलल अा   अ  प प  उ  ू ा ल  ए :
ूय अा: +2 ल   (भ)  ल(ल)  च   ()ै;
आाल अा: +1.5 ल च  ल  ै ल    ल च ए ;ै
आाल अा: +1 ल   अल ल  ै ल    ल च ए ,ै    ;ै
आाल अा: +0.5 ल     अल ल  ै ल   ए ल च   औ  ए  ल ;
नू अा: 0 ल ई भ ल  च   (अ य, प अ )।
   अा: -0.25 अन भ   ।

7. अ   अ    , अाग ा  प  ल    ए । प ल    य  ।
8. लष प   उ ओएआ उ-त  अाल लए   ,ै  अ  उ  ए ए ।ै
9. उ   लए अा   (ओा)      लए   /  ॉ ॉइा   उ ।
10. प  उ    ए   अा   (ओा)     ल   ,   अाल । उ ल (ल)  ए  

          ।
11. इ प ल  इ ल भ    ॉ            प     उम   लद उक

लल/आ ल  य  ी  ए।
12. ल भ प()  अाल ू ा      अल   प ल     ।
13. प-ल  ल भ   ाा   ल     ा। अ ो लय  प ।

This Question Booklet is to be returned on completion of the test. /


